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Hops we have selected from the famed Yakima valley in the Pacificcipe
Northwest and Hallertau region of Germany. The Jack Hammer recipe
relies on 3 different varieties and double hopping, a practice that ensures the perfect
a re
balance between the flavour and aroma that make up the taste of a beer. Hopsclea
n flavour.
ded once to balance the sweet maltiness of the brew for a
ad
Then, more hops are introduced to give Jack Hammer a fresh, crisp aroma.
And that's
clean.
and
quick
as

nothing to
turn your nose ui) at.
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tions can begin.
into motion.
Michael Crowley, treasure of
First, is gathering information
'Each year every student at about the project, second, is the the SA said he finds it difficult to
Lir RRCC throws $20 into a design work, which would take look at the process in steps.
You're always looking at the
growing pot that will some day between three and six months,
result in the building of a new and the third, being the actual last step, even when you're on
the third," he said.
construction.
student center.
Dean of Student Affairs
Fardoe said he would like to
The plans for the building are
still in the initial stages, accord- see the project get done with the Fausto Yadao is supportive of
the project He said the time has
ing to Students' Association money already in the fund.
"I would like to see this pro- come for the SA to make a defiPresident Cheryl Herda.
"We have not yet met with the ject get completed. Students nite commitment on the issue.
"I hope more clarity comes out
student building committee," she need a place to feel a sense of
of the options and facilitates
community," said Fardoe.
said.
Corey Dalebozik, SA vice- decision making," said Yadao.
The planning has been going
His preference is that the SA
on since 1985, but Herda said president of student affairs, said
the people involved have their he sees the centre as a building has a facility to call their own.
With resources scanned around
own agenda of what they would block for other things to come.
"It will signify a new era for the College, effectiveness is
like to see built.
She said it isn't known if the students of Red River," he reduced.
The University of Winnipeg
Manitoba Government Services said.
Herda noted that the plans has been collecting a similar
will accept the proposal mainly
due to the fact people will be have been in the working stages levy for a student centre since
for a long time but have always the 1989-90 school year. The
affected
The proposed centre would be been at the back of the minds of Bulman Students' Centre is slated to open October 18.
placed in the renovated South the SA.
"It is very important to us.
"People are stunned with this
Gym because a new building is
There has been a lot of
brand new place," said Susan
not feasible.
"The Daycare will be most cynicism and people say that it Kushneryk, president of the
affected if we move into the will never happen. The execu- University of Winnipeg
tive does not share this belief," Students' Association.
South Gym," she said.
RRCC
Business
"We would be waiting 20 she said.
Herda said she is personally Administration student Jocalyn
years if we had to start from
disappointed with the delay.
Houghton said she would like to
scratch."
"I would like to get the ball see a new student centre created.
The centre would house a
"That would be better than the
games room, lounge space, pho- rolling before vacating office in
Cave because it's so loud. The
tocopiers and the SA offices, June," she said.
Mechanisms, a letter of music is fine but it's cranked
according to SA Executive
approval and the go ahead from up," she said.
Director Gord Fardoe.
Fardoe said three steps need to Manitoba Government Services
occur before the plan can be put are needed before any renovaBy Darcy Morry

What makes our beer smell a whole lot better than a night in a stinking hot pit? Hops.

The end result is a taste that we describe

Left over "balloons" hang over desks set up for exams in the South Gym.
Currently used for beer bashes and exam writing, the South Gym may be converted into a student center, similar to the one at the University of Manitoba.
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By Cheryl Moore

SA would like to see the project started "as soon as
possible"
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e gendary mobster Al
apone's hidden vault had
nothing compared to what is
found in abandoned RRCC lockers that are forced open every
year.
Mind you, when Geraldo
Rivera opened Capone's vault on
live television a few years ago,
nothing was exactly what he
found.
Imagine how intriguing it
would have been had he discovered some worn out running
shoes, a battered economics text
book and a pastrami on rye.
Those are typical of the items
that security officers found when
they cut the locks on approximately 150 abandoned lockers
this year.
"It's amazing what you find in
the lockers," said Facilities
Director Ron Barnes.
"It's disgusting."
On July 1, lockers that still
have locks on them from the previous school year are tagged with
notices that alert the users that
they must be cleaned out by July
19.
After that, the contents are
removed and held for 30 days to
allow the owners time to claim
them.
This year people were given
until October.
The response to the notices
was marginal with only about six
people returning to claim their
property, said Security Officer
Supervisor Bob Lechow.
While most of the items are
kept, some of the locker contents
get discarded immediately.
According to Barnes, there is
an enormous amount of rotting
food found each year, which
tends to attract cockroaches and
mice.
Fuzzy food and broken binders
aside, however, there was booty
to be found in the lockers, in the
form of text books.
"This year there was a surprisingly large number of them," said
Lechow.
"We probably carted off two or
three dozen boxes."
Books that were found in the
lockers were given to the RRCC
used bookstore where they will
be resold.
Security gave the store the
texts at no cost.
Lechow said he saw no point
in selling the books because he
said security would have no use
for the money.
Ten bags of found used clothing were donated to the Salvation
Army.
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THIS ISSUE'S
Q & A:
What are you thankfor
this
ful
Thanksgiving?
Page 7
Have a question you
want to see in the
Q & A? Drop off
your name, where
we can contact you
and your question
in the Projector
mailbox in DIVI20.

Quote of the Week:

"Never pet
a burning
dog."

MESSAGES

CJ,
Perhaps we could go to the
states one weekend now that I
am 21. A Christmas gift to one
YSJ
ant

Walking among your camouflage
I feast my eyes
Upon your spires of strength
Reach for the skies
And show me your glory.
I'll pound you to a pulp and
make paper
I'll strip your skin
To build my strength
But what lies within
Your soul, your beauty
I can never possess
Delilah

Kerry Lynn,
That telephone voice of yours
really turns me on. I can't wait
until I work with you again. See
you this weekend.
Crotch Creepers

INTERNET RESEARCH
Don't let a lack of access to the Internet
determine the quality of your work.
I CAN HELP
697 - 3019
Phone
pinkwint@autobahn.mb.ca
e - mail

Essays, Theses, Resumes & all that...
• ESSAYS & TERM PAPERS
• REPORTS & MANUSCIPTS
• PROOFREADING & EDITING
• RESUME WRITING & LAYOUT
Prompt service. Pick up & delivery. Reasonable rates.
Quality equipment 486 PC, HP LaserJet 4P Printer

Call 489-8712...now!
"...Meeting all your typing needs"

ROOMS
FOR
RENT
3 Rooms for rent in a large house,
Located in West St. Paul.
20 Minutes from RRCC
Non Smoking
Quiet
All utilities included

One Roommate=S450.00 / Month
Two Roommates=$275 each / Month

Phone 334-2535 (leave Message)
Cell 782-5384 (after 6:00 PM)
Looking for a Part-Time Job
That Fits Your Schedule?
Ibex International Services Ltd. is seeking warehouse workers to
unload/load semi-trailers at various locations throughout Winnipeg.
Permanent, pad time and casual positions are currently available for
hard working and reliable individuals interested in working for a flexible, growing company. Applicants must be physically fit, have reliable transportation and be available to work at least two weekday
mornings per week. If you meet the above criteria, Ibex will work
with you to create and maintain a work schedule that works for you!
This position pays $6.25/hour and full training is provided.
-

Call the Ibex Employment Line
784-9494

FOR RENT
3 Rooms fully furnished in private home one block from
RRCC. Including utilities.
Suitable fix non-smoking female.
References. $360. 632-0629.
Furnished room for rent, five
minute walk to RRCC. Shared
fridge, stove, washer, dryer and
microwave. $240/month. Incl.
utilities, cable, bed and dresser.
Call 633-4697.
Two rooms available, one room
with private bathroom. $350
with bathroom, $300 without.
Use of computer and printer
available. Parking incl., North
Kildonan area. Phone: 668-9724.
Apartment for rent-Quiet, clean,
well-maintained, security bldg.,
near RRCC. Hardwood firs.,
laundry. Available immediately.
To view call 6614153.

WANTED
LICENSED ADULT ENTERTAINMENT AGENCY needs
dancers and escorts. No experience necessary, flexible hours.
Must obtain own license.
CACHET ESCORTS 982-1700
Roomate. $150/month in
Woodhaven. Phone 946-5319
and ask for Kim. Must like pets
and have a drivers license.
All Artists & "Free Spirits" ...a
contest for the most creative outdoor angel display. (min. size 5
ft..) Winner receives $400 and a
dinner for two at the Nuns'
Kitchen. For more information
phone Vicki or Marg at 8642300. Deadline is October 19.

ANNOUNCEMENF
October 28 marks the countOsborne Village 477.5566 Tuxedo 488-3311

MoVIE
HINGE

down of 999 days to the 1999
Pan American Games. Join the
party at the Winnipeg
Convention Centre on Monday,
October 28 after 6 p.m.and celebrate Fiesta Pan Am.
The Qu'appelle Housing project
is raising money by holding a
Watkins fundraiser to raise
money in celebration of the tenth
year of independent living for
those with disabilities. The event
is being held on Tuesday
October 22, 1996 from 6:30 to 9
p.m. at Young United Church,
670 Broadway Avenue in
Multipurpose Room B. If you
have any questions call 92-6711
and ask for Flo.
The Women's Support Group
holds regular lunch time meetings on Wednesdays in Building
A, room 111. Times vary from
week to week. Schedule available from SA Info Centre and
Counselling. Bring your lunch
and stop by to meet some new
friends and discuss some issues.
Career Fair 1996!! Attend the
fair at the University of
Winnipeg on Wed. November 6.
9 am. to 5 p.m. . For more
information call 786-9468.

How to place a
classified:
To advertise in the classifieds drop off or mail
your ad, complete with
payment, to RRCC
Students' Association,
Room DM 20-2055
Notre Dame Ave. Wpg,
MB R3H 0J9.
Note: Make cheques

payable to the Students'
Association.
If you are not a student,
a classified or message
will cost $2.00 per 20
words.
If you are a student classifieds are $1.00 per 20
words and the messaging
section if free.
Henderson Highway. For more
information please call 3344633.

Kildonan Personal Care Centre
is holding its third annual Fall
Tea. Join them at this special

VVTINESS WANIED

occasion on Sat. October 19
from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. at 1970

RE: Accident on King Edward

Thrifty Car Rental

Discount Rates
for RRCC Students + Staff

St on Weed. Sept 18, 1996 at
approx. 4 p.m. between a white
5 ton "Guertin Bros." truck and
a 1996 Blue Oldsmobile. Call
Rick at 237-0241.

(WPG. Locations Only)

4 Locations To Serve You

420 Kensington

949 7600
-

112 Garry

949-7620

1430 Ellice

949-7622

2000 Wellington

949-7608

inksigam.
III NMI MI
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D.B.S. SERVICES
Wad Processing Service
-do essays, term papers, etc.
-reasonable rates
ive FORT RICHMOND
4f interested, please
Cat Diane @ 269-2681
a leave a message

By Janne Fisher

N

ational AIDS Awareness
Week at the College has
come and gone, but for one
RRCC student, Brad Franck,
AIDS awareness is something he
thinks about every day.
Franck,
a
second-year
Business Administration student,
lost his brother to AIDS two
years ago.
Franck said he thinks it is time
students become more aware of
the disease and the effects it has
on people's lives.
"AIDS is a terrible reality.
Eventually it will affect many of
us. AIDS took over my life in
every way. Nothing was ever
normal again," said Franck.
Franck said he thinks the
College did a poor job of promoting National AIDS Awareness
Week to students.
"It is the College's responsibility to use the week to help make
students more aware of AIDS.
There should have been more
effective events planned."
At RRCC, National AIDS
Awareness Week was organized
and promoted by the Health
Centre Wellness Program and the
Students' Association.
Events planned for the week
included videos in the Tower
Lounge, an AIDS information
booth at the Alcove and a beer
bash with a "Safe Sex" theme.
According to the SA's monthly
calendar of events, there was also
an AIDS presentation scheduled
for the Thursday in the Tower
Lounge.
However, Franck said he spent
his lunch hour there Thursday
and there were no speakers or
video presentations of any kind.
"The coordinators of National
AIDS Awareness Week at the
College should be embarrassed

10%
DISCOUNT
RED PI `:EP (() .. n UHT?
T rC I- E.: E_ t) TI inNil H (-)
;T-41 I

EVERYTHING FOR THE
GREAT OUTDOORS...

If you would like to place a classified longer than 20 words, complete the
message on a blank piece of paper using the same format as above.
Classified will not be published without payment.

WED
BUMS
MLLES
460 Portage Ave.
Across from The Bay
Ph. 786-5421
Open Seven Days A Week.

BAUSCH & LOMB BINOCULARS
SONY
BANFF S GORE-TEX
OUTERWEAR
EUREKA TENTS
CAMPTRAJLS BACKPACKS,
EASTPAKS DAYPAKS
COLUMBIA SKIWEAR
KODIAK, HI-TEC, SOREL BOOTS
BOLD SUNGLASSES

"CANADA'S LARGEST
OUTDOOR STORE"

3

The College did a poor job of promoting National AIDS Awareness Week: Franck

only 56.99

www.pangea.cahmoviev/

October 15, 1990

AIDS awareness on the backburner at RRCC

Rent 6 Catalogue
Movies for 7 Days

To place a classified, fill out this form and drop it of, along with payment, to the
Students' Association.
Classifieds are calf $1 per 20 words for students and
$2 per 20 words for non-students.
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re is on the net Who?

iTo Where.
Where magazine and RRCC
have joined forces to bring
Manitoba the latest Web Design
Con test.
The catch? Students can enter
for free and as many times as
they want.
"We want to get to the pages
that are full of content," said
Brad Hughes, president of
Where Winnipeg.
Hughes said the idea of the
contest is to promote the skills
of Winnipeg and to boost the
concept of web pages that are
designed for the ease of commu-

by the lack of significant events
planned and by the lack of organization. If they announce an
AIDS presentation, they should
follow through with it," said
Franck.
Franck said he thought the
theme of "safe sex" at the Beer
Bash would have been effective
in making students more aware
of the prevention of AIDS.
However, he said the performance by the hypnotist at the
Beer Bash was almost contradictory.
"His show had nothing to do
with safe sex. It had a lot of sexual content, but I don't think I
heard him once say anything
about safe sex," said Franck.
As for the information booth,
Franck said, "I think it was a
good idea and it was well done,
but it wasn't very effective
because there weren't many students approaching the booth."
Rhonda Chomey, a member of
the AIDS Shelter Coalition of
Manitoba, and coordinator of
the AIDS information booth, said
by 1:00 p.m., only 40 students
had approached the booth for
in formation on AIDS.
"There is a much better
response to our booths at the universities. I'm not sure why that
is, but I know that the student
associations at the U of M and U
of W are very involved in the
organization of National AIDS
Awareness Week at their
schools," said Chorney.
"AIDS awareness is a very
important issue for College students, because they are getting
the disease in large numbers, and
at a very quick rate. It is important for College management and
the Students' Association to
become involved with AIDS
awareness."
Geoff Sine, program director

for the SA, said the Students'
Association would have had
more events planned for the
week, but they were originally
given the wrong dates for
National AIDS Awareness Week
by the Health Centre.
"We had planned to bring in a
radio talk show host to do a lecture on AIDS, but we had to cancel the idea because the Health
Centre gave us the wrong dates,"
said Sine.
Phyllis Anon, the acting manager of the Health Centre admitted she gave the SA the wrong
dates originally.
"I admit I got the dates mixed
up, but I don't think that is the
problem here. What we have to
do is find out, as a group, the
most effective ways of getting
the information out to the students," said Anon.
Arron said she needs more
assistance from the SA when it a.
comes to promoting the Health
For RRCC student Brad Franck, AIDS awareness is
Centre Wellness Programs to
RRCC students. She said she more than just a week-long issue. Franck's brother
died of the disease last year.
needs help from all levels of the
College in order to get the information on AIDS out to the students.
"We need support from management, staff and the SA in
order for the information on
AIDS to filter down," said Arron.
Franck agreed, " The students
should also become more
I didn't think I would ever have
By Janne Fisher
involved. I would like to help the
to worry about it affecting my
SA make the week more effecsome students at the life. I felt like AIDS was a far
tive. It would be a good idea to
ollege, National AIDS away thing that was happening to
have a lecture on AIDS education
Awareness Week meant more other people," said Franck.
that every program at the College
He added that this is just one of
than it did to others.
would be required to attend. The
Brad Franck, a second-year the many myths that National
SA and the staff should get
Business Administration student, AIDS Awareness Week organiztogether in organizing an AIDS
ers have to break through in order
is one of those people.
awareness program."
Franck's 28-year-old brother to educate people about AIDS.
Arron said there will be AIDS
Another myth that exists is
died of AIDS in May of 1994.
awareness presentations beginHe said his life will never be the that many people still think of
ning October 8, running until
AIDS as a gay disease.
same again.
December 10.
"Almost everyone knows that
"My family went through two
years of hell while he had AIDS, AIDS isn't only a gay disease,
plus all the pain after he died," but how many people in the
backs of their minds continue to
said Franck.
"I lost four years of my life. I think this," said Franck.
"People need to realize that
don't know where the time went.
I stopped working, going to AIDS is everyone's disease. It
school, hanging out with my can affect any of us."
Franck said many of his
friends. I spent every minute
with my brother and the rest of friends have a problem disnication using good conthe family. Nothing has been the cussing AIDS with him. He
tent.
thinks people need to talk more
same since," he added.
"We are at RRCC
Franck said he thinks students openly about AIDS.
because you guys are
"No one touches the subject.
need to become more aware of
going to create the corpoAIDS and the ways it affects the I think they are afraid because
rations of the future?"
they are so uneducated about
lives of those it touches.
Lisa Baco who works
"It starts with the risk factor," AIDS that they don't know what
for Net-Mark Enterprises
said Franck.
to say," said Franck.
Ltd. said the internet, Brad Hughes at the launch of
"I don't get to talk about it
"Before an AIDS awareness
which is the world's latest
week can be effective in teaching much, even though I would like
communication tool, cre- the Design W 1.0 web design
students about AIDS, they have to, because no one ever brings it
ates great opportunities contest .
to realize the risk they are at by up," he added.
for people just starting
If you would like to register
Franck said one reason he
having unprotected sex."
out in business or looking for a
for the contest visit the Where
Franck said many students feel wanted to tell his story was to
new career.
web site at fanfare@webspinhelp students become more
they are invincible.
Hughes said student work is
"So many people have the atti- aware of AIDS
an encouraging sign of what can
tude that it will never happen to
"I will tell anyone about how
be expected for the future.
them."
AIDS affected my life if it will
"What we have that is our
"Before I found out my broth- help just one more person
biggest strength is our brains,"
er had AIDS, I was terrified of become more aware of the dissaid
the disease, but at the same time, ease," said Franck.

One student's
brush with AIDS

r
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Students opt to stay healthy
By Kevin Rodkin

R

RCC students want to keep
their health.
And their
health plan.
Only "roughly 400" students
opted out of the College health
plan according to Students'
Association secretary Fay
Wilken.
The rest of the students, who
have decided to stay in the plan,
can soon use their student cards

to get a discount on purchased

The price fell from $85 to $60

prescription drugs.
Aside from those minor differences and the fact that this year's
plan also covers athletic therapy,
everything is "pretty well the
same" as last year's plan, according to Gord Fardoe, Executive
director of the SA.
The plan offers 100 per cent
coverage travel insurance and
coverage for nutritional counselling and physiotherapy.

from last year after the SA
changed carriers.
Students wishing to opt out of
the plan had to provide proof that
they were covered by another
plan as part of the deal the SA
signed with Rice Financial.
But some students, like Mel
Mustard, are covered by another
plan and decided to keep the plan
anyway.
Students who opted out should
receive their cheques as soon as
mid October since the cheques
are being issued directly by
RRCC.
SA President Cheryl Herda
said few students dropped out
because even if students parents
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ajor renovations to the outside of Building A at
RRCC are slated to begin in
June, but renovations on the
inside may not take place until
the turn of the century.
According to Andrew Reed, a
consultant with SRP
Management Consulting
Associates Ltd., it will take anywhere from three to five years to
raise enough money to begin
construction on the interior of the
building.
Approximately S5 million was
granted by the province for the

Do pi ht MAKE mp, ASK
You AGA PI I!

renovations to the exterior, but
none was allocated for improvements to the inside.
Fausto Yadao, Dean of Student
Affairs said a decision was made
last March to do interior renovations at the same time as they we
working on the outside.
"It didn't make any sense for
us to ignore the inside of the
building when the province was
committing so much financially
to the outside," Yadao said.
It was determined by residents
of Building A along with archetects and engineers from
Wardrop Engineering Inc. that S4
million will be required for
remodelling of classrooms and
computer labs, as well as the
realocation of lecture theatres.
The plan to make changes to
the exterior of Building A came
after the discovery that the
perimeter holding the building
together is not structurally sound.
In addition to reenforcing the
building's perimeter, renovations
are to include the installation of
new windows, perimeter heating,
and insulation.
Although none of the renova-
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Lions have started, Yadao said he
hopes the exterior construction
will begin this summer.
"This would be the most
appropriate time because it offers
minimal destruction to the delivery of programs," he said.
At the time of the decision to
work on the interior, SRP
Management - Consulting
Associates Ltd. was employed by
the College conduct a feasibility
study to determine whether $4
million would be a reachable
goal.
Fundraising for the project will
be done by a commitee chaired
by former senator, the Honorable
Duff Roblin.
Reed said solicitation for the
fundraising campaign will begin
as early as March or April 1997,
once all of their prospective contributors have been identified.
"We have to see which members of the local community fit
our mandate," he said.
Yadao said he hopes "friends
of the College" will start a bandwagon effect that will encourage
other local businesses to donate
money to the project.

International Training
in Communication

SPEAK UP!!!
DO YOU WANT TO START
A CAMPUS cituB?

0;6

,

Thursdays & Fridays
Canada's Best Dance Music
With D.J. Kevin Lavoie
Spectacular Drink Specials

Construction to interior to start at a much later date

-volunteers needed
•
-please eat before
donatinc
-present picture id
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Bldg A to get a makeover
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have family plans, most RRCC
students are too old to me covered by those.
The SA decided that all students are automatically covered
based on a referendum held last
year in which 66 percent of students who voted supported keeping the plan.
But not everyone agrees with
the decision.
Student Al Whalen said if the
plan wasn't a mandatory thing,
people who wanted out wouldn't
have to go through the hassle of
collecting the refund.
But other students like Kris
Heinrichs support the SA's decision, saying that most students
are broke, and that the plan is

affordable.
Herda said there will probably
be another referendum in two or
three years.
She said students were well
informed of options this year
because information sheets were
mailed out, and an information
booth was set up during orientation.

October 15, 1996

You are invited to attend an information meeting
on
Wednesday, October 30th
Room D109
12 to 12:45pm (bring Your Lunch)
By joining a ITC Club you will:
Develop Self-Confidence
Strong Communication Skills
Personal Growth
For more information call 253-3146

the Projector

*8:00-9:00pm on
Thursdays and
Fridays at the
free bar

Union contract "status quo":
Finkleman
By Scott Brown
ile faculty and non-faculty
workers at RRCC have
reached agreement with administration on a new one-year collective contract, the joy of avoiding a
possible strike is not present
among union officials.
"Accepting it doesn't mean
we're happy with it," said Donna
Finkleman, president of the
MGEU Local at the College, of
the agreement which she
described as "status quo".
According to Finkleman, the
new agreement was settled last
June before the old one expired.
However, instructors and noninstructors did not vote to accept
the deal until September 24, after
all staff had returned to work.
The College Board of
Governors endorsed the agreement the next day.
"There are a number of issues
outstanding which were talked
about after we met with various
instructors in September," she
said.
At the same time, staff was not
prepared to take strike action similar to that which occurred last
October at the University of
Manitoba.
"There is not a high level of satisfaction, but the level of discontent has not reached the level of

W

not going to work," said Pat
McDonnell, Vice-President of
MGEU Local at the College and
first Vice-President of the entire
MGEU.
"We took the agreement to the
membership because we felt we
were not getting anywhere at the
bargaining table. Anything else
would have required job action
and we weren't prepared for that,"
he said.
Finkleman and McDonnell
pointed to a number of faculty and
staff issues that were left unsettled, including an improvement to
instructor credentials and better
recognition of instructor workloads which are considered to be
much heavier at the College than
at some other institutions.
One example Finkleman noted
was the descrepency in test marking where some courses have
exams and assignments marked by
computer, while other classes
require marking of long hand
reixifts.
"This type of marking is done
outside a teacher's schedule.
There is no time allowance,
yet it is a very time-consuming
exercise. It takes away from the
time teachers should be spending
in contact with students," she said.
In terms of credentials,
McDonnell noted many teachers
at the College have acheived high-

er levels of educational learning
but are forced to teach classes that
don't take advantage of those
advanced levels.
On the administration's behalf,
Leslie Patterson, director of
Human Resource Services, said
while she felt somethings were
accomplished, there were certainly more issues which were left
unsatisfied for both sides.
"For the most part, there was
movement on both sides," she
said.
Patterson declined to comment
on particular issues that were discussed at the bargaining table.
Fineman commented that the
deal is simply "unexciting".
"We did not have our salaries
reduced, so there were not rollbacks, but there were also no
increases or movement in workloads, which was the major issue.
It was status quo," she said.
McDonnell said events of the
past summer and the strike last
year at the U of M may have influenced instructors' acceptance of
this deal in many ways.
"The (Board of Governors) is
appointed by the government and
they carry out the government's
wishes. The government has
made it very clear in the recent
past that they don't favor labor.
Those considerations may have
influenced individuals."

Students donate money to All Charities, an um
la organization which distributes donated funds`to
800 charities nationwide. All Charities had a table
set up at RRCC, where a Chinese Auction was held
as initiative for students to donate.....As well, the
option was offered to have donations taken off of a
person's pay cheque instead
epocket
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Opinions

Editorials

Children's lives are at risk while goverment coddles incapable parents
own a dog you
have to have a
license.
To drive a car
you have to be
insured.
To hum for
Lisa Glover
Editor-in-Chief geese you must have a
permit.
In Manitoba
there is a long list of things you can't do
without paying some sort of fee or obtaining a license.
Other than for the obvious purpose of
collecting money the government uses
rules and regulations to control use and
abuse of items that are precious to society.
However, when an individual decides to
have a baby, there are no regulations.
Instead, unborn children are all too often
at the mercy of unexpecting parents,
financial burdens, single parent families
and homes who are plagued with drug
and alcohol problems.
In fact, if the parties involved can't
cope with their situation, our generous
government always has an out-stretched
hand.
Personal freedoms aside, it is time
society takes the lives of these unborn
children under public cover and fights
for their freedoms and fair opportunity
to grow and develop in nurturing surroundings.
An article in the Winnipeg Free Press
on Tuesday, October. 8 reported that
Manitoba has one of the highest teenage
birth rates in Canada, averaging four a
day. This is twice the national average.
It was interesting to read that 90 per
cent of teen birth mothers keep their
children.
Also notable was the fact that
Manitoba Family Services spends $71
million a year aiding families with newborns.
Only a few days later the Free Press
reported the death of a sixth month-old
Randy Sherwood at the hands of his 25year-old father.
This incident is the fourth of its kind
in Manitoba. Funny thing is, they have
all occurred in the past nine months.
Five-year-old Megan Ramsey died
last month after being 'allegedly' beaten
with a bat.
Eighteen-month-old Crystal Colomb
died of head injuries, again last month.
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Eight-month-old Sophia Schmidt also
died of head injuries in January of 1996.
In only a few months four children, in
the province of Manitoba alone, have died
and it is people like you and I who allowed
it to happen.
Instead of mothering the problem with
financial aid and poorly distributed counselling services our government needs to
take a stronger stance to discourage families from having children when they are
unfit.
With our present system, the facts indicate that more and more unstable living
conditions are created every time a mother
gives birth to a child, because our society
makes it easier and more respectable to get
by feeding off the tax payer's purse.
In China fines are levied if families have

children beyond the national guideline.
Although the regulations in China are
population control oriented, they demonstrate the power government has to make
changes in a burdened society.
In 1970 Chinese government combatted
their fertility problems by enforcing quotas on child bearing decisions.
Basically there were three guidelines the
government introduced: men and women
were discouraged to marry before 28 and
25 respectively; families were told to wait
four years in between each child; and families were educated to have fewer children.
The government can't step on human
rights but what they can do, along with the
backing of society (that's you and I), is
take a forceful approach to promote and
regulate lifestyle changes.

Government can intervene to a certain
point and provide education and support
but there needs to be a cut off point when
people know from that point on the only
person that can control the future is the
individual.
Like obtaining a license or permit, if
these opportunities are missed or lost the
owner of the license must pay the consequence.
Society can only do so much for a person, then it becomes the person's responsibility to take control.
The best thing we can do is to put the
control of people's lives back into their
own hands.
This is best for the children because
children can't be brought up by people
who aren't independent themselves.

Losing respect of our elders
What are they still doing up
wen at this time? Do their parents
w a s know where they are? Don't
young, they have school tomorrow?
These are just a few of the
(even
though I questions going through my
am not mind.
Mike Yawney
I also question the parenting
that old)
Entertainment
the world which has been given to these
Editor
was a children.
My parents would never
very different place.
When I was in elementary have let me out on the street at
and high school, my parents 3 o'clock in the morning, so
why are today's parents?
gave me a half decent curfew.
It's quite obvious that those
"I want you home by midnight mister," my dad often kids who are out on the street
would yell at me as I ran out in the wee hours of the morning are not getting proper parthe door.
If I knew what was good for enting.
What has happened to
me I was home by midnight.
When I did something today's parents?
A teenager goes out and
wrong, I was disciplined.
"If I ever catch you doing steels a car, what does he get,
that again, you'll be sorry," usually not more than a slap on
was one of my mothers the wrist.
And parents wonder why
favorite sayings.
But as with everything else, their children are getting in
trouble over and over again.
the rules are changing.
It's time parents started to
When driving in my car on a
so-called school night, it is not lay down the law with their
uncommon to see teenagers children.
We are living in a society
still wandering the streets,
even in the early hours of the where children cry abuse
morning.
whenever a finger or harsh
When I see this I ask myself word is directed toward them.
numerous questions.
Whatever happened to

Advertising & Sales
Guy Lussier
Advertising Artist
Dean VandeWalle

respect for your elders?
A child gets spanked (not to
the point where the child
receives bruises) or given a pat
on the bum and right away the
child says his parents beat him.
This is simply ridiculous.
It doesn't mean a child is
being abused if he is given a
pat on the bottom or given
good long hard talking to.
This simply shows the sign
of a good parent.
One who takes the time to
deal with their childrens' problems, and make sure they are
corrected before they end up in
serious trouble with the law.
But the fact is, more and
more youth gangs are showing
up in the city at an alarming
rate.
Vandalism is on the uprise,
and so are acts of senseless
crimes.
Take for example the woman
who was sexually assaulted a
few weeks ago while walking
home from a social.
A group of 15 and 16-yearolds grabbed her from in front
of her apartment block, pulled
her into an underground parking lot where they began sexually assaulting her while two
teenagers stood as a lookout.

After they were finished
they kicked dirt and leaves on
her then ran away.
This simply would not have
happened five or 10 years ago.
Obviously some parents
don't have the slightest concern for their children if they
have not taught them that this
is not a socially acceptable
thing to do.
I
wonder
Sometimes
whether it is the parents or the
children who need a good
smack on the side of the head.
It all comes clown to the parems.
Teach your children values
at an early age. Correct them when they are
wrong, and don't be afraid to
guide your children, even if it
does mean raising your voice.
It's time parents begin to
shape up and care about the
welfare of their children.
The police have enough
trouble dealing with crime as it
is and don't need to be running
after teenagers who think spray
painting a wall is a form of art..
If parents don't discipline
their children, then who will?
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'Toban writer has wrong idea about college
By Adrienne Spring
nan
i constantly amazed at how
y people live in a little
bubble of ignorance.
A prime example of this
appeared a month ago in the
September 11 issue of the
`Toban.
Mandan Saray's article "The
retread's guide to university--part
two" caught my eye.
It looked like it could be entertaining and it seemed to be on the
right track until I read the last two
sentences of the introduction .
In a nutshell the sentence read
that if you couldn't make it
through university, well, there
was always Red River.
Perhaps this was the author's
attempt at humor, and keep in
mind I do have a sense of humor,
but I found myself doing a slow
burn after reading this.
Somehow the statement struck
me as belonging to an excessively arrogant (and might I add uninformed) little person.

Il

I thought that there is something Saray should know.
I you can't make it through
university, you don't have a hope
in hell of making it through
RRCC.
In fact, many of people I know
who already have degrees from
university can be found working
in restaurants and department
stores across Winnipeg.
At one time I too was one of
those blissfully ignorant university students who went to class
once a week, did next to no
homework and maintained average grades.
It was rigorous and challenging
indeed, but I always invisioned
myself getting a job when I finished school.
So rather than waste my time, I
decided to leave it all behind and
come to Red River.
Apparently I wasn't the only
one who wanted a job.
Three quarters of the people in
my class either had a degree or
had already attended university

fa some period of time.
The rust difference I noticed
between university and college
was that it is kind of like (gasp)
the real world.
You're expected to show up
every day and do your work; if
you don't it is likely you'll be
leaving in a hurry.
Don't get me wrong, I think
university is a great place to get
the theoretical background for
many careers, but it just doesn't
provide many opportunities to
acquire the practical knowledge
that employers are increasingly
demanding.
Without some major revamping, enrollment numbers are
doomed to continue falling in
many university programs as students realize that getting a degree
doesn't equal getting a job anymore.
And don't fool yourself, dropping
the acceptance average isn't going to
help matters in the long run.

There is a reason why the
University of Manitoba's enrollment is going down and RRCC is
going up.
It is called meeting the
demands of the market.
The combination of theory
with practical RRCC programs
makes graduates immediately
employable in their feilds.
Can you imagine that between
all of this we still manage to go to
beer bashes, nooners and just
have a social life in general?
Maybe this all sounds like a
propaganda piece for Red River,
and to tell you the truth it kind of
is (no I wasn't paid by administration), I just find it irritating
that there are some people who

Nei
ael What do you have to be thankful for?

It is like putting a bandaid on
something that needs stitches.

My family in Sanford.
I'll be spending
Thanksgiving with
them.

Letters to the Editor
Projector takes heat from disappointed readers
et me begin by saying that I
have never written a letter to
the editor before, despite the
abundance of items in the media
that outrage me.
As
a recent Creative
Communication graduate and frequent contribute to the Projector
last year, I felt I had to respond to
Rob Williams' sophomoric article
of September 3 Ranting singers
and horrible murders...
It is distressing to read that the
only apparent effect of the murder of the 19-year-old Andrea
Christine Arwood (yes, this
young woman had a name) upon
was a titillating reminder of a
television program.
I would recommend you do
three things, Rob:
1)Try reading Andrea's obituary in the Calgary Herald of July
10. You'll discover she was
somebody's cherished grandchild, daughter, sister, niece,
cousin and friend.
2) Give yourself a good wack
on the side of your head.
3) Considre making a donation
in Andrea's memory to the
Missing Childrens' Society of
Canada.
You might also talk to anyone
involved with Street Connections
outreach program about the hundreds of incidents of violent
physical and sexual assaults
upon prostitutes in the city, many
of which are never reported to
the police.
As a freelance writer for a
community newspaper (thanks to
Cre, Comm and RRCC), believe
me when I say it pains me to
think that your callous insensitivity may lead to a successful
career in journalism some day.
I hope to discover you prove
me wrong.
Glenn Stannard
Class of '96

L

A

ny bureaucrat or
organization
who is responsible
for policy decisions
should reflect upon
the possible outputs
that may result from
their policy choice.
This was clearly
not the case with the
dim-witted bureaucrat(s) responsible
for changes in the
RRCC parking system for the 96-97
school year.
It is suprizing that
a post-secondary
institution operated
in a supposed democratic fashion by
or
administrators
management professionals could have
such an obvious lack
of organizational
strategy and skill.
Last year I was
able to park close to
my classes with a
maximum
five
minute walk.

In winter, I wasn't
always guaranteed a
power spot but the
option was available
to start up my vehicle
during lunch or move
it during a break from
non-power to a
power stall
Not once was a
power stall unavailable during lunch
when I went to move
my car during a lunch
break. This year,
moving my car will
no longer be an
option.
who
Students
receive non-power
passes will have to
cross their fingers
and hope for the
best...even though
they can look out any
classroom window
and see empty stalls.
The best option
available to nonpower pass holders
this year is to start
their car during lunch

hours.
For those students
based in buildings
such as E and F, the
walk from the farthest gravel nonpower lot is already
10 minutes one way.
During win ter
months add five minutes to the one-way
total.
To the final oneway total, add 10
minutes for the time
you spend warming
your vehicle at lunch.
Congratulations,
oh mighty bureaucrat! You have not
only inconvenienced
students to the point
of robbing them one
hour of their day but
you also have the
audacity to charge
them $144.45 for this
remnant of your
planning strategy.
T. Witko

tree things I
would like to say
to Mr. Yawney:
1) In your review
of the new Sloan
album, One Chord to
Another, you say all
the songs sound the
same and though the
singers change they
sound the same as
well. A couple graphs
later, you state that
the album is inconsistent and that you
had to keep looking
at the cover to make
sure it was the same
one you started listening to. 2 )

I would guess that
Sid Vicious is losing
his edge, what with
being DEAD for 18
years. Or did the
Pistols dig him up
and take him on tour
as a stage prop?
3) Two words:
Parallel Structure.
Couple other ramblings...
Lisa Glover must
have had a real duking out with Kim
Babij what with Kim
dumping all over
Winnipeg in her last
editorial and Lisa
proclaiming herself

Winnipeg's
head
cheerleader just a
couple editorials
before that.
I'm getting a bad
attitude. I should
make like a bad
Michael Jackson
song and look in the
mirror.
Then again the editors seem to like double negatives, what
with the glaring double negative on last
week's front page.
Finally, better to
have no cartoons
than shiny ones.
Jody Dundas

T

cling to the belief that if you
attend college you must be of
below average intelligence,
entering a trade or flunked out of
university.
Realistically, a RRCC graduate
has a far better chance of finding
employment than someone coming out of university with a general degree.
So Saray was definitely right
about one thing: U does stand for
unemployment insurance, which
I am quite confident I won't be
needing.
Maybe if the U of M started
offering a course on how to fill
out your unemployment insurance cards they could really boost
enrollment.

Emma JephcoteBusiness Accounting

My sweet boyfriend.
Jody ReinschBusiness Accounting

My mom because she
gave birth to me.
Jason MacdonaldBusiness
Administration

Life-I'm not dead yet.
Darren DudarBusiness
Administration

Time to spend with my
girlfriend, finally. A
chance to enjoy my
family. It's a Singapore
Sling Thanksgiving.

Jared ShawHotel, Rest Admin.
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Passion pays off for 'Pegger in the end
By Mike Yawney
Entertainment Editor

ince Chantal Kreviazukwas a
child, she has had a mad passion for music.
"I have always known what my
purpose was as a human being,"
said Kreviazuk.
"I knew what I was going to do
in life and it would be very sad
for me not to have done that."
Kreviazuk, a 23-year-old
Winnipeg native, recently signed
a multi-million dollar record deal
with Sony Music Canada.

S

Under These Rocks and Stones,

Kreviazuk's first release, made
its way to record store shelves
earlier this month.
Known somewhat as a childhood prodigy, Kreviazuk began
playing the piano at the age of
three.
But hearing her own voice
played over the radio isn't new to
Kreviazuk.
Kreviazuk has been involved
in the entertainment industry
since she was a child and has
obtained a lot of experience over
the years.
"I just sort of tampered and
dabbled in the music and entertainment industry all my life,"
said Kreviazuk.
"I've done everything from jingles to commercials. I was even
on a kids show which I had to do
recordings for."
In 1994, a tragic moped accident in Italy left Kreviazuk with a
broken jaw and leg.
"When I endured an accident
of that severity, not that it was
life threatening, it really affected
my body for a while," said
Kreviazuk.
Even though she had a broken
jaw, Kreviazuk said she didn't
feel as though her future in the

music industry was jeopardized.
"I wasn't thinking oh I'm
not going to go anywhere and
life sucks but just at the same
time I knew that I needed to
focus on getting well," said
Kreviazuk.
Kreviazuk said she felt as
though other people were more
worried about her condition
then she was herself.
"I think other people were
more concerned for me saying
`she doesn't do anything, she
just lies around,' but it really
was my choice. My body was
telling me to rest."
But what could have been a
tragic misfortune turned into a
good fortune.
While laid up in bed,
Kreviazuk took time to begin
writing songs which later
turned into her first full-length
CD.
"When I was ready and felt
really proud and confident
with my package, I sent it off
through my representation," said
Kreviazuk.
"The labels responded well and
we ended up with a record deal."
Kreviazuk said she was given a
lot of freedom when it came
down to working out the details
of her CD.
"Everything was basically up
to me," said Kreviazulc

Tt has been said aliens can conltrol the mind, but can they
control music?
For Winnipeg based band cc
Sundog, the answer is yes.
Grant Kennedy, (backup
vocals, guitar), said there is
some U.F.O. phenomena
influence in their first full
length CD release Charlie
Redstar.

"We sent the tape out and some
people who I had dreamed of producing me responded. It was
bizarre when they said they
would produce me."
Since the producer plays such
an important role in the entire
recording process, Kreviazuk

said her next step was getting to
know the candidates.
"The producer is not only the
one who guides you in your
music. Their job is how they
make you feel so you are in your

e.s3
S
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Kreviazuk follows in legends Neil Young and the Crash Test Dummies' footsteps

the Projector

will be going on a cross Canada
tour, getting people both
acquainted with her and her
music.
Though the album was recorded with a full band, Kreviazuk
said she will start off performing
solo with just herself and a grand
piano.
"I'm doing a more intimate
approach now. It's more to the
like of how the songs were written originally in their most raw
form which is the piano and
myself," said Kreviazuk.
"When I feel empty in that, I
on two producers to help her
will bring out people to play with
along with her album.
Peter Asher (who has produced me and when I feel empty in that
albums for 10, 000 Maniacs, and and yearn for the original thing, I
Linda Ronstandt) and Matt will go back to that."
Wallace (who produced for
Kreviazuk not only plans to
Screaming Trees and Faith No tour to help support her release
More) were Kreviazuk's final but she said there will also be a
choices.
video for her first single "God
"I met with Peter Asher in Made Me" which was released at
Toronto. He was wonderful, very the same time as the album was.
classy, and delightful and I felt
Kreviazuk said although she
great working with him," said has learned a lot over the past few
Kreviazuk.
months, the whole experience
"And Matt Wallace was this does not come as a shock to her.
down to earth, totally charismatic
"I learned more in the past
caring kind of guy. I said if these eight months about the music
two want to come together, that's business than I 'ye learned in my
perfect for me."
whole life but it's only because I
Kreviazuk said the recording entered into it (music industry)
phase for her album, which took on a very extreme level," said
place in Los Angeles, went Kreviazuk.
exceptionally smooth.
"There was no time when I
She said both Wallace and said, wow, this is what happens.
Asher helped her out tremen- I've never experienced this, it's
dously simply by the contacts just more of what I have experithey knew.
enced before."
"Mike Wallace had a really
Over all, Kreviazuk said she is
well established network of peo- excited about the finished prodple that he had been calling in. uct and believes she has a lot to
They were on the money," said offer in terms of her music.
Kreviazuk.
"I really love my record a lot.
"I mean, I would walk into I've grown to love and embrace
rehearsal having left them for it," said Kreviazuk.
two hours and my song would be
"There's just so many reasons
alive. I couldn't have been more why I'm confident about it. I'm
pleased with my choices."
excited to share my music with
Now that Kreviazuk's CD has the rest of the world.
been released, Kreviazuk said she

best state of mind to do a record,"
said Kreviazuk.
"I needed to feel a certain
amount of security and confidence in the person I chose. The
way I did that was by getting to
know my options."
In the end Kreviazuk decided

9

Musical inspiration of the third kind
Entertainment Editor

"I really love my record a lot. I've grown to love
and embrace it." - Kreviazuk
Kreviazuk said she even got to
choose who she wanted to produce the album.
"It was like, Chantal, who
would you dream of producing
you? O.K. We'll send it (demo
tape) out," said Kreviazuk.

Entertainment

By Mike Yawney

Kreviazuk said she will tour alone without her band for the first little while
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Originally coming from
Carman, Kennedy said U.F.O.
phenomena is no stranger to
the band.
Kennedy said the title of
the album and one of the
songs on the disc, "May
13/75", were influenced by a
U.F.O. sighting.
In the spring of 1975, a flying object was seen by a number of Carman residents.
Described as a pulsating,
hazy-red glow it was nicknamed Charlie Redstar.
"The fact that there was an
actual recorded U.F.O. sighting

from the hometown where we
are from, the Charlie Redstar
sighting, is why we kind of went
for it," said Kennedy.
Kennedy said the band's bass
player (Paul Peterson) was read-

The fact that there
was an actual
U.F.O. sighting
from the
hometown where
we are from, the
Charlie Redstar
sighting, is why
we kind of went
for it."
-Kennedy
ing a book on U.F.O. sightings
and told him about the Carman
sighting which sparked their

interest.
"We already knew about it but
it really didn't click in," said
Kennedy.
"I've heard so many stories
about it coming from Carman
and know people who've said
they've seen something."
Kennedy said he is interested
in the phenomena but really
doesn't know too much about
it.
"My singer is really into it
but I'm kind of uneducated
about it. Although, it is definitely interesting," said
Kennedy.
Kennedy said other than
"May 13/75," another song
entitled "Universe" also deals
with the pondering question
about what is out there.
"It was definitely one of
those pondering tunes," said
Kennedy.
"If you could get into a ship
and went the speed of light,
how far could you keep going
in the same direction. There is
so much space that you don't
even know about, it's kind of
weird."

Sundog has just released their first full length CD

Having a little sex at the Beer Bash
By Karl Puchala
ex. How could you miss it at
last Friday's Beer Bash?
It was apparent from the
moment you walked in the South
Gym.
Condoms were hung from the
ceiling , giant posters of a nude
man and and woman were posted
and a banner read "safe sex".
To go along with this theme,
the Students' Association hired
Tony Lee, "comedic mentalist."

S

Lee who boasts of an xxx rating, warned the audience they
were in for a wild evening of
comedy, not intended for the
weak of heart.
"If your easily offended, get
the fuck out," said Lee.
Lee was able to gain the audiences attention early in the one
hour show with a sexually
graphic version of the American
National Anthem.
The remainder of Lee's show
focused on hypnotizing his participants into acts of bestiality,
masturbation and homosexuali-

ty.
At one point, he asked the 20
people on stage to pretend their
chair was a cherished family
pet.
He then told them it was
mating season and he got them
to perform sexual acts with the
chair.
"It was awesome, so much
fun," said student Ryan Rogers
who was hypnotized by Lee to
insert a tampon into his mouth
and keep it there for the latter
part of the show.
However, not all students
agreed with the entertainment value of Lee's show.
"I don't find someone who
sadomizes imaginary sheep
to be entertaining," said
Christine Landry, a second
year Creative
Communications student.
Lee, who performs in col- U
leges and universities across aO
Canada, the United States C
and Europe, said he has had
very few complaints of his
controversial show over the
past 12 years.
"It's hard core humor.
People have a great time,"
said Lee.
"It's a relaxed
show that is not
uptight, catering to a
college market."
Geoff Sine, program director of the
SA said he was
completely willing
to deal with people
who were offended
by Lee's show.
"We told people we would
refund their ticket if they were
offended by the show," said

a
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Shooting the breeze, waiting for the performance to begin
abuse," said Scott Jacques, a
Health Care Aide student who
was working at the Beer Bash.
Lee, who charges $1000 for
his one hour
show, will not
likely be hired
by the College
again in the near
future.
"I thought he'd
be better. His
show wasn't as
original as I'd
heard." said
not agree with Lee's taste in per- Sine.
"Unless he was cheaper, we
forming.
"One guy left because he wouldn't get him again," said
thought it was psychological Sine.

Sine.
Although most people took no
offense to Lee's show, there
were some, however, who did

"It's hard core humor.
People have a great
time." -Lee

Queuing up for beer at the latest sex filled Beer Bash

the Projects
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MTC aims for funny bone with season opener

Spending some time in the valley
By Jay Bruneau

Staff Writer

n the classic Walt Disney
movie Fantasia, there's a
scene in which a sorcerer makes
a whole battalion of brooms
dance and move around as if they
were animate objects.
It's a classic scene, a chance to
escape for awhile into a world
where the impossible seems
possible.
But of course, this being a
Disney movie, there has to be a
moral to the story, and a hard lesson learned.
Soon the brooms begin getting
out of control and chaos looms.
The sorcerer can only watch as
things get out of hand, what
could have went wrong?
After all, he had such good
intentions to start.
In today's world of film,
Quentin Tarantino is the sorcerer,
and his masterpiece, Pulp
Fiction
is the head choreographer in the
blood-soaked world of gangsters
and gutter philosophy.
And chaos is not loorning rit's
already here.
It seems like nowadays you
can't throw a " gonna get
medieval on your ass" without
hitting a "royale with cheese".
In the two years since the

I

release of Pulp, we've had the
good (The Usual Suspects) and
we've had the gouda (Killing
Zoe).
Now we have 2 Days In The
Valley.
Why do I feel like I know
what I'm about to see?
First, let me just say that 2
Days is a great movie.
The acting is excellent
(James Spader's well timed
hitman should get him an
Oscar nod but I ain't a betting
man) and the directing is clean
and organized.
There are some excellent
shots of the dizzying L.A. skyline that will have you staring
at the Richardson building in
disgust.
The cast is eclectic and surprising in their roles, especially the gorgeous Terri Hatcher
who drops TV's Superman in
favor of a role that let's her be
more than a hopeless distaff
always in need of rescue.
Eric Stoltz plays a cop.
Enough said.
And the real surprise of the
show is Danny Aiello who plays
a washed-up hitman who can
mix Bp a tasty Italian sauce while
abusing his sissy hostage.
I don't want to get to deep into
the plot because, unfortunately,
there's not much there to begin
with.
2 Days is a valiant effort, just

By Christine Landry

Photo Editor

Is 2 Days in the Valley simply a Pulp Fiction wanna be?
at the wrong time.
Five years in any direction and
it would have been a masterpiece.
Today, it just ends up landing
on the pile of Pulp wanna-be's
with all the grace of a Hefty

bagged corpse thrown into a
river.
When are directors going to
realize that there is only one
Pulp, and there will always only
be one?
These cockroach-swatting,

11

Kraft Dinner eating neophytes
fresh out of film school and
ready to ride Tarantino's back are
starting to become a problem.
Where's Mr.Wolf when you
need him?

ile the realms of fine art
\and physics do not seem
fertile ground for belly laughs,
Steve Martin harvests a fair crop
of them in his play Picasso at the
Lapin Agile.
Set in 1904 at the Paris bar the
Lapin Agile (loosely translated as
the quick rabbit), Manitoba
Theatre Centre's season opener
revolves around the unlikely
meeting of two of the twentieth
century's most prominent figures-Albert Einstein and Pablo
Picasso.
With the aid of these two modern icons amid an eclectic band
of characters, playwright Steve
Martin loosely explores the irony
of the division that exists
between art and science.
Unlikely compatriots, Picasso
and Einstein trade quips and
barbs about the process of
achieving greatness in their
respective fields.
But as they delve into a war of
words, it becomes apparent that
their flashes of inspiration are not
dissimilar and both rely upon the
same tools., pencil and paper, to
breath life into obscure ideas.

Although Martin qualifies as
a member of the Hollywood
intelligentsia (he holds degrees
in philosophy), it is clear that
he aims, not to shed any new
light on the creative/scientific
process, but to entertain a wide
audience. He's after laughs-the
bigger the better.
With the aid of an ensemble
cast of bar staff and regulars,
the two great minds successfully rebound gags off each
other in a raucous, if not
enlightened blend of shtick
and wit.
The cast nimbly foots its
way through the fast-paced
comedy, delivering their lines
with the punch and mannerisms of a vaudeville troupe.
There are aside jokes to the
audience, lots of silly walks and a
delightful explanation of a lettershaped pie.
As Einstein, Andrew Akman
stands out a san actor possessing
a broad comedic range, form subtle witticism to all-out slapstick.
The play, however, is not without low points.
Director Steven Schipper has
delivered a high speed romp that,
while capturing the Martinesque
shtick, fails to reveal some of the
more intelligent, gentle humour
of the writing.

Photo credit: Bruce Monk
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Gina Wilkinson as Germaine and Andrew Akman as Albert Einstein in Steve Martin's
Picasso At The Agile, now playing at the Manitoba Theatre Centre
Fast pacing and exuberant acting over-shadow intellectual
morsels that should have been
savored, not devoured by the
audience.
But Schipper is also working
with a play that, although very
funny, is not particularly weecrafted.
At 90 minutes in length, it
lacks a consistent plot-a r'aison
d'etre, if you will.
Too bad, because with Einstein
and Picasso as his muses, Martin
could have ploughed his
artistic genius for much
more substance.
Some scenes and characters fall far short of being
entertaining and/or edifying.

As Gaston, the resident barfly,
Kenneth Wickes seems like a
misplaced character from an
episode of Benny Hill.
His contribution to the play
consists of banal jokes of the
lowest order.
Gaston is a character who is
over-wrought by the actor and
under-developed by the playwright.
There is also the unfortunate
introduction of a completely
unnecessary love sub-plot
involving the bar matron,
Germaine and the over-sexed
Picasso.
Like something out of a modern psychological drama,
Germaine analyzes the inability
of men like Picasso to commit.

Although not particularly bad,
the scene sticks out and comes
dangerously close to throwing
the play into a rhythmic tailspin.
The play reaches a climax of
sorts with the appearance of the
Visitor, a highly recognizable
(but unnamed), time travelling
pop culture icon.
As, explained in the script,
Picasso and Einstein are two
points in a mighty triangle of
modernism.
The Visitor completes the triad
in what can best be described as a
dens ex machina of pure kitsch.
Picasso at the Lapin Agile
lacks enough substance to deliver
it out of the genre of fluff, but it
remains a satisfying, if not quite
nourishing evening out.

Sex is more fun when you're on the run
By Jay Bruneau

Staff Writer
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ENTER 10 WIN MOVIE PRIZE
mu HT THE 1.181111U

magine your driving down
Route 90 on your way home
from classes.
Your sitting next to your
mate and daydreaming about
Jamaica, or actually getting an
A in your least favorite class.
All of a sudden you come
upon a car wreck at the corner
of Century and Sargent.
What's your initial reaction?
Shock? Compassion?
Disgust?
How about sexual arousal?
And instead of driving off
and talking to your mate about
what happened and if anybody
got hurt, you pull over to the
side of the road and have sex.
Welcome to David
Cronenberg's World, the
writer, producer and director of
Alliance's newest erotic movie
Crash.
Based on the book written by
J. G. Ballard, the latest offer
from the master of mind-coitus
(which won the Jury Special
Prize at the 1996 Cannes Film
Festival) features a group of
adventurous people
Urn
who track down car crashes

and use them as an aphrodisiac.
Autoerotica, if you'll pardon
the pun.
The story begins with James
Ballard (James Spader, who
just might become the next
John Travolta if he keeps getting these career-enhancing
roles), a film director who gets
into a crash with another car
and watches as the passenger
flies through his windshield.
The driver (Holly Hunter) is
a doctor who Ballard meets in
the recovery ward of the hospital after the accident.
Upon their release they run
into each other at the compound where their cars are
stored, and hence, an extremely warped and intense relationship develops.
The driver brings Ballard
into a world of re-created
famous car crashes and group
masturbation while tapes of
safety tests run in the background.
There is no real plot to this
movie, just a long view into
Ballard's mind as he begins to
enjoy his scarred and voraciously hungry sexual peers.
Cronenberg is the master of
using long pauses in dialogue
and amazing camera angles
to leave a dream-like impres-

sion on the viewer.
There's one amazing scene
with Hunter where he uses
shadows and the reflection off
of a car window to make it
seem like your actually there in
the scene, floating alongside of
the car.
One surprise was the background of the movie, Toronto's
veins of freeways and highways.
I never saw Toronto like this
before, it almost looks like the
American city it tries so hard
to be.
I'll leave it up to you to
decide how you feel about a
movie like this.
There are scenes that will
shock you, scenes that will disgust you.
I counted three people in the
theatre that left after Ballard's
scene with Vaughn in the car.
To me, that's a sign of a
great movie.
Crash could be a great
movie, but I wouldn't know, I
left the theatre in a state of
absolute numbness.
It's not often a movie will do
this to me, so I have to say see
it for the shock value alone.
And if you see a car crash on
the way home, don't stop.
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Gearing up for the season
By Kristi J Balon

Staff Writer
preach by example, work

r

hard, communicate well and
do your best to solve problems.
These are all qualities that
Manitoba Moose Head Coach
Jean Perron lists as being the
most important in
selecting a captain for a
hockey team.
After some team discussion and a "very
secret ballot", as Perron
puts it, the decision to
put former Winnipeg Jet
Randy Gilhen in that
place of honor was
resounding amongst his
teammates.
"It's nice that the guys
on the team voted me
in," said the 33 year old
centre man for the
Moose.
find
won't
You
Gilhen falling back and
watching things happen
around him.
He intends to push his team
along as much as he can and
wants to draw on the knowledge
that he already has as well as
that of those veteran's in the
herd.
"There's a lot of experience
here (on the team) and I'm sure
it'll make my job easier," said
Gilhen.
"I definitely think leading by
example is the big thing. The

best captain's that I've played
for have."
Looking back Gilhen points
out that these leader's he's referring to are none other than
Wayne Gretzky, Mario Lemieux
and Mark Messier of the
National Hockey League.
"All three of them were great
captain's because they led by
example," he said.
Now, with that business out of

the way, Gilhen thinks about
what it's going to be like with
Winnipeg no longer able to see
the likes of Keith Tkachuk and
Nikolai Khabibulin of the NHL
every week.
Now, it will be Scott Arniel
and Carey Wilson of the
International Hockey League.
"With the NHL you have the
superstars that everybody knows
and that everybody relates to.
Those are the guys that sell the

as A

AC C,

tickets," said Gilhen.
"We do have good players and
stars in the II-IL it's just that people aren't familiar with them."
In fact, Gilhen himself said he
is constantly trying to figure out
who's who.
"I'm just starting to get to
know the players, not only on
my team but around the league
as well," he said.
The hardest sell Gilhen said
won't be the younger
crowd, but those that
have been around the old
barn for quite some time
now.
"I think the young people are going to like it.
They're going to love
the logo and the excitement of the games and
the new marketing
ideas," he said.
"I think that you're
going to get a lot of the
older people that are set
in their ways that will be
on the fence."
Gilhen thinks the loss
of one of Winnipeg's
most prized
possessions, the Jets, still has a
lot of hockey fans in limbo about
what attitude to take with the
Moose.
"Even though the Winnipeg
team is gone, this is now their
team," he
said.
"We could open up a whole
new can of worms as to what
happened with the Jets, but the
fact is that the team's gone and
we have to live with that."
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40% off...
All calls to Canada and the U.S. during the phone company's time and day discount periods.

by Jeope Wolfe

It appears you have some
company...

The journey begins, eh?

4a
,

All calls to Canada and the U.S. during the phone company's regular daytime hours
and on all your international calls, anytime.
Discounts are over and above MTS's time of day discounts.
Be true to your school. Save with ACC and support your Students Association.
While you save money on your long distance calls, a portion of your billing is contributed to help fund programs and improve campus life at
RRCC. Last year over 50,000 students across Canada joined the ACC savings plan. This success
allowed ACC to Contribute more than $3.2 Million back to our educational partners to fund student
programs.
Get the fastest Manitoba connections
To start saving, visit our booth October 15th to 18th, 8am to 5pm, the
bookstore alcove or drop off your application form after October 18th at the -Students Association office, Room DM20. Once you've signed up, you can confirm
that your connection has been activated by dialing the free test line at 1-700-5554141. Also, visit us on the Internet at www.acctel.net and check out campus connections by clicking on the diploma.
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Save with ACC and lean more for the finer things...
ACC understands that you have better things to do with your money than pay top price for your long distance calls. So we've designed a
plan to save you more when you're most likely to call. Save more on every call you make, not just on certain numbers or at certain times.
We call it our 40/30 Solution

30% off...
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YES. WANNA JOIN?
COOL!
IT'LL BE JUST LIKE
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HOW ABOOT THIS STICK ?

NOW ALL WE NEED
Is
COREY
FELDMAN

THE CAST IS ASSEMBLED!
l(KEEPS GOING.)
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Learn the Hip-hop way from a group with experience
The Frek Sho tells of their experience in the hip-hop industry for those who may want to do the same
By Allison Langridge

mow just suppose that one

Frek Sho also licensed its own
production company: Vagrant
Hobby Records.
So in search for information I
had certainly found the right
guys.
launching your hipel) hop career, you'd best know
what makes good hip-hop, no?
According to Alfa, good hiphop happens for a group when
they don't spend alot of time on
production.
"It's really raw music. It makes
you feel like you are actually at
the performance," said Alfa
He frowns on hip-hoppers
who, lacking a message and talent, try to hide behind over-polished music samples.
Also seen as negative is an
overly commercial attitude.
Notorious B.I.G. is cited as
someone who, in Alfa's estimation, spends alot of time talking
about money and is too commercial.
Any Favorites? For Alfa, a first
hip-hop cassette by the group Fat
Boys was much-loved.
"I played it until it broke!"
Any MC from Vancouver is
Mushinski's answer to good hiphop.
He also feels that the final master of a track has to sound good
and those well-worn, played-out
subjects such as girls, guns and
money should be left behind.
When it comes to lyrics,
Mushinski believes you have to
follow your first instinct.
"If you have a vibe, you just

Alfa points
out.
"Do
it
thoroughly.
Speak the
truth."

Li

S

should have your own tastes and
believe in yourself alot mom."
However, Mushinski warns
that the hip-hop lifestyle isn't an
easy road.
"Don't start rap unless you're
serious because it is too hard in
this country."
Around Winnipeg, hip-hoppers
can enjoy Wednesday nights at
the Bank, music events at the
West End Cultural Centre and
now a hip-hop program on community radio station CKXL.
Frek Sho has been pressing
local agents to bring more concerts and bigger names to the
city.
On October 19 watch for The
Frek Sho and the Pharcyde at the
Walker Theatre.
Tickets for the show can be
purchased at Ticketmaster for
$25, including tax.
ontest.

C

To win A Frek Sho cassette and
paraphernalia name two of the
three SHADOWS who were used
in the past performances by Frek
Sho.
Drop you answers off in the
Projector mailbox in DM20 by
Oct. 31, 1996.

toaithe media reveal that a new Manitoba-based
eLotc party will soon be announced:
The Concerned Citizens far the Elimination of Outside.
The new group will be led by presently unemployed U of M Political scientists and will have
only one policy:
All government funding of medicare, road repair,
and education are to be eliminated.
But not to reduce the deficit.
The C.C.E.O. propose that all government funds
now be spent on building tunnels from each of the
homes in Winnipeg, to new 'Transport Tunnels'
which will be built underneath present roads.
The purpose of the tunnels will be to allow
Winnipeggers to get to work or go out without
being exposed to Winnipeg's ferocious winter
weather, expected to be worse than usual this year.
"Our policy will save taxpayers money in the
long run because the increased health care costs
associated with exposure to the cold will be dramatically reduced", says Dr. Suzan Coldwell, formerly of the U of M.
Opposition to the C.C.E.O. charge that the new
party is pandering to urban interests because, they
claim, similar tunnels could not possibly be built in
rural Manitoba given its long distances.
But Coldwell explains that in the long rim, similar tunnels will be built in rural Manitoba, and that
the rural tunnels will even have a special lane for
livestock traffic.
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Can you create
a great crossword or other
word games

The Guy In Soundgarden Wears" for
$75 at Le Chateau.
I hated the world through the lyrics
of Trent Reznor.
I worshiped at the altar of Billy
Cagan; also a nihilist, but angry enough
to hate the world so much his greatest
accomplishment is to stay alive and wallow in it.
But now I realize that these voices of
our generation are just as lost as we are.
I cry mutiny!

■

Solution 043
VS

anticipating food, students, when hearing the bell, cringe
at the anticipated long unnecessary walk outside to stand
around in rain, snow and other unsavory forms of weather.
There is only one solution to this problem.
The current bell and it's drills be replaced by an
earryiercina siren, without drills. so it is only heard during
the real thing.
The deafening siren will strike the fear of god into students and result in a mad, panic filled rush to the nearest
exit, saving the lives of all.

New Manitoba Political Party
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have spent 12 years of grade school training for, to save
our dear precious lives in a time of crisis such as this, each
head in the class turned towards the window to observe
the gloomy weather awaiting us.
"I'm not going outside for a stupid fire drill" was a
comment made by almost all.
Another remark. "they usually tell us when there's a fire
drill" should have resulted in at least some of us to do the
math.
If we are not told it is a drill than maybe it's not a drill.
In spite of this we all remained inside, warm and dry,
and amazingly lived to tell about it.
Yes the system has failed us.
Much like Pavlov's dog salivates at the sound of a bell,

I

fol"to:know what Bob told me at the office last
week - he said he saw the boss drunk on the golf
course on Saturday, and that the boss had his eighteen year old girlfriend with him and that whenever
his wife called on his cellular phone, he'd tell her he
was at the zoo with his mother."
The researchers reported that others tried to look
busy by picking imaginary lint off their clothes and
looking at their watches.
But their efforts to look occupied became more
intense as the gossip got juicier:
"That's nothing Joe - I heard that the boss's girlfriend and his wife have actually gotten together
behind his back."
At this point, others on the elevator became fidgety enough to take out the sandwiches they
brought for lunch and begin inspecting the bread for
mold. The experiment continued:
"You know Bob, that doesn't surprise me - I heard
his girlfriend and his wife are planning to kill him
and take off to Mexico on the life insurance money."
Painfully uncomfortable and desperately trying to
avoid staring at the two researchers speaking, others
on the elevator were forced to break into synchronized line dancing.
Ultimately, the experiment had to be discontinued
because as soon as a real conversation started
between two other people on the elevator, the
researchers feared the people were studying them,
and fled the elevator.
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banger.
Bus tours will allow future generations to see the once extinct banger
play, hunt, mate and generally exist in
don't know about you, but I miss the
this placebo world.
80s.
People can see them lounging on the
Socially, everything seemed so much
hoods of their Camaro's, smoking and
more organized back then.
combing their layered hair while
You had your preppies, your headMotley Crue sings the ancient hymns
bangers and the rest were miscellaof their time.
neous ghosts.
We can see the course of natural
That was it, you either wore a Beaver
selection, as girls with hair big enough
Canoe sweater and rugby pants, or you
to tickle the clouds choose the broodwore skin-tight jeans, a
ing, long haired drunk rebel over the
ripped leather jacket
introverted, Metallica worshipping
(complete with Judas
"Genetic engineers must breed a
Priest backpack) and
anti-social discussing Dungeons and
whole
new
line
of
headbangers."
Dragons with his other lower totemConverse hi-cuts.
pole brethren.
Nowadays, who knows
We can watch them toss frisbees and
what somebody is into.
We must bring the 80s back.
footballs around, engaging in natural play.
Social structure depends on it.
The 70s freak in the bell-bottoms
We could watch them strut their
The preppies have become jocks, the
could have gone to the Garth Brooks
concert and the cowboy in the snake- old timer punks are laying in the gutter plumage of Krokus t-shirts and ripped
skin boots could be playing "Cherub somewhere and the mods are waiting jeans, perhaps, for the daring, seizing
the opportunity to grab a stray sequin,
Rock" in his pick-up.
for Ultravox's Greatest Hits album.
We must pull a Jurassic Park-like or tassel as a souvenir.
Back in the 80s I was a proud headWe could set up gift shops along the
banger, as dedicated to my beliefs as experiment. The world's greatest
genetic engineers must coagulate tour routes and charge revolting prices
any misguided zealot.
Today, I have no clue who I am.
together and breed a whole new line of for banger merchandise; like an official
replica of the bowl of M&M's that
In the earlier part of the 90s, when headbangers.
They can send teams of experts to Eddie Van Halen trashed because there
"Smells Like Teen Spirit" became the
funeral march for big-haired, spandex- Silverado's to excavate under the build- was brown ones in it; or a Dee Snider
clad rockers everywhere (yours truly ing looking for the fossilized remains Home Perm and Make-Up kin and of
included), I found solace in the fact that of the Diamond Club, a once great tun- course, a vial of Ozzy Osboume's
blood, actually free of any drugs and
at least it was just another distant dra of hairspray and cowhide.
Along with their archeological finds, fit for human use.
cousin of metal taking over; the
Years from now when we take our
omnipresent distortion and general they can add other DNA material, all
children to the park and they ask us if
readily available just about anywhere.
cacophony was still there.
They need: I studded wristband,1 those are the actual bangers they read
So, like any interchangeable, foundation-less robot of the Gen-X television strand of feathered, mousse stained hair about in school,we can say, "Yes,
age, I quickly embraced the new and 1 rusting Camaro (preferably honey, they are. That was how the earth
jacked-up in the back with large mag was when I was your age. Don't
Grunge genre.
fear them, they are a timid creature. At
For the last five years I have risen and wheels).
Once the ingredients are put together one time they represented order and
crashed with the whole Grunge scene.
I was freaked when Kurt Cobain and the new bangers are hatched, we meaning in a confusing world. Now
died, even more freaked when this hero- can isolate them in Kildonan Park, a let's go, your cyber-mother needs an
in-junkie, nihilistic loser became a mar- once magnificent habitat for the upgrading."
tyr for my
generation.
I fell in
044
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By Jay Bruneau
Staff Writer

I

past week.
Although it is pushing the boundaries of irrelevancy, I
found it somewhat intriguing and a possible way to poke
another hole in "the system".
During our two-hour literature class our instructor gave
us a ten minute break.
About a third of the class, including the instructor, left
for a smoke or a drink or something.
Five minutes into the break the remaining students were
interrupted by a fire bell.
Instead of the calm organized exit from class that we

evertors
hns
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I

I

found myself making an interesting observation this

Recapture the once organized, understood era of the 80's

39 at no time
40 Tennis, Lendl
42 something disgusting
44 computer input
45 underwater locating
device
47 parts in a play
49 disk operating system
: abbr.
50 town dues
52 shortage
53 Ephesians: abbr.
54 commander: abbr.
56 Asian weight
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thin: Spanish
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8 furious
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12 ammunition
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demolish
sequence
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refractive index
wreckage
shall not
: contraction
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sidestep
companion
waste matter
brilliance
inducing sleep
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may have.
"There are alot of snakes on
the ladder to success."
Many groups nowadays are
establishing their own companies, rather than waiting for
major labels to approach them.
Such is the case with The Frek
Sho.
o what about hip-hop in
Winnipeg?
The hip-hop community in
Winnipeg is a small one of an
estimated 10 to 15 groups, with a
mostly younger following.
Asmundson hopes his group
finds a larger audience in order to
let the public know they exist and
have existed.
"We've learned so much, it's
our time to be teachers."
Overall, he wants to provide
dancing and the hip-hop culture
to people like himself who love
music.
Of hip-hop, Amundson says
there is never enough to go
around.
"I listen to it. I buy it. I live it."
Success in hip-hop culture
depends on intuition and hard
work.
Amundson says everyone is
somebody.
"People need to realize you

Fire drills don't save lives, they risk them
By Brent McCowan

n Bodkin and Jeff Easton

h looking into what people will do on
elevators to make others think they aren't listening
to their conversations.
In one study, the researchers posed as office
workers and held a conversation in an elevator,
recording what others did. The conversation was as

B

15

Jurassic Park at Kildonan Mall

3

11 morning, possibly even
tomorrow, you wake up ready to
ditch the whole college scene.
Bored with the daily grind,
Asmundson
you're eager to pursue a 'path
insists that
less travelled', a fantasy job;
hip-hoppers
something completely different.
have to be
How about being a rapper?
true to themAs several stats will tell you,
selves and
the future job market is one that
their music
demands flexibility. Most of us
and not pay
will change careers three to four
attention to
times over the course of our lifeany outside
time.
interference
With this in mind, why not
from people
then start experimenting and give
who want
the rap life a go?
you to be
I was thinking it would be
something
interesting to examine this career
else.
option, but I knew very little
He also
about the scene. I needed some
says music
serious help.
should not
Luckily, Martin Mushinski,
be listened
Ism aila Alfa and Darin
to simply
Asmundson, members of the
because it's
Winnipeg-based rap group The
the inFrek Sho, provided me with some
thing'.
answers and set me straight on
Excellent group dynamics play
what's what.
a part in successful hip-hop.
My first mistake, was to refer
Versatility and intuition, being
solely to what The Frek Sho does
able to look a somebody and
as rap.
know what they are going to do
Hip-hop is actually the whole
and to be able to pick up where
scene and rap is one part of it.
they left off, are definite assets.
And don't call them artists,
"Its' like being a girlfriend
these young artists are MC's, or
with every guy (in the group).
"Microphone Commanders".
Everyone has to click," says
Aside from Mushinski, Alfa
Mushinski.
and Asmundson, The Frek Sho's
"You've got to be able to drive
other MCs include Garth Hull,
in a Ford Tempo with
Sunil Bector,
6,000 pounds of people,
Sheldon Shurland
"Don't start rap unless you're s eri- all the way to Toronto
and Derrick
Decastro.
ous because it is too hard in this and back," adds
Mushinski, recalling the
All are in their
country."-Mushinski.
frek Sho's experience
early twenties.
touring Canada.
They have been
Asmundson says the
involved in the hiphop lifestyle, in various forms, write lyrics. If you feel you need hip-hop industry relies alot on
to change a big chunk of your networking
for quite some time.
"If you are from Toronto, you
Four years together as The verse, throw it out."
iversity is Important in have it alot easier. It's about who
Frek Sho, this group of seven is
you know. The more people you
Alpha's view.
the first Winnipeg hip-hop group
"We all come from a different know, the more people know
with a 12" vinyl single and a
part of the city. We all come from about you."
video on MuchMusic.
Mushinski agrees and adds that
The group has also hosted different countries. This way, we
MuchMusic's Rapcity program, can get a good view of how the management and the power to get
hit Canadian and American world works. We don't just see it up and go means alot.
"Yo have to travel lots to make
music charts and toured from from one family."
Toronto to Vancouver.
In the culture of hip-hop, you a dent and you need a manager
A new album is set for release are respected as long as you're with connections."
But he also warns future hipthis month.
talking about what you know,
hoppers of the encounters they
At the end of September, The
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46 housetop
48 Orkney
fisherman's but
51 tariff
55 scowl
57 drive
58 currency
59 cruising
60 title
61 wing: prefix
63 ice cream holder
64 white with age
65 within: prefix
68 Burmese knife
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